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Abstract 

As Jean Cocteau’s last film, Testament of Orpheus (1960) is particularly documented in its 
making. Lucien Clergue published a behind-the-scenes photography book; radio 
commentator and journalist Roger Pillaudin printed a book version from his interviews and 
daily reports on the film shooting; Cocteau himself narrates this cinematographic adventure 
in his journal. Many critics worked and wrote on the film, sometimes using screenwriting 
materials to illustrate how the film was about to be shaped.  
 
In my PhD dissertation, I however choose to solely focus on the screenplay. I have collected 
14 different versions of Testament of Orpheus (completed by various notes and sequences 
drafts), and I organised them to understand how Cocteau conceived his screenwriter task, 
how he performed it, and how the screenplay evolved from a few sentences to a 
preparatory, sometimes technical, text.  
 
I realised that first, Cocteau expanded his materials, developing lines and stage directions, 
before reducing, refining them – “tightening” them, as he explains. Some scenes are never 
questioned or moved, while some others required multiple attempts. Using these archives, I 
intend to show how Cocteau concentrates his scenes around a few emblematic figures, 
characters or quotes, for example: Œdipus, embodied by Cocteau’s muse Jean Marais, was 
supposed to be walking with Antigone, then with Antigone and Ismene, and eventually only 
with Antigone. As they walk away, the viewer “realizes that they are not characters, that 
they are real people”, tell the various screenplays. Cocteau crystallises around mythic 
characters he had previously displayed as he reflects on artificiality and reality.  
 
Coupling genetic editing study and an intermedial lens, I will discuss how as a 
metadiscursive film, Testament of Orpheus produces and develops this media-lucid speech 
through different stages of the screenwriting creative process. Cocteau writes and rewrites 
sequences and stage directions to perfect his cinematographic vision, so as to make at the 
same time a personal and a professional self-portrait out of this last cinematographic piece.  
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